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He always felt that Lin Ziming looked familiar, as if he had seen it
somewhere.
But no matter how he looked at it, he still couldn’t recognize Lin Ziming.
Soon he shook his head and didn’t put Lin Ziming in his eyes, thinking that
Lin Ziming was just an ordinary person.
In fact, he had indeed seen Lin Ziming. After all, Lin Ziming has been so
popular in the beautiful country recently, and it can be said that he is the
most popular person.
However, Lin Ziming’s temperament looks too ordinary now, and the
domineering super boss on TV looks completely two people. Moreover, for
Scott, he has the characteristic of being blind to the Orientals, especially the
ordinary face like Lin Ziming, he can’t recognize it at all.
So he just glanced twice, and he didn’t look at Lin Ziming again, thinking
that Lin Ziming was just a very ordinary Chinese.
He saw these Chinese people now, and the corners of his mouth rose even
more, full of playfulness.
“Do you want to mess with me?”
Scott quickly put his gaze on Zhong Fan’s face again.
Suddenly, Zhong Fan became nervous and excited. He stammered and said,
“Yes, yes, yes, Boss Scott, my name is Zhong Fan, and I’m a big fan of you!
I want to follow the boss, I hope the boss can Take me!”
Zhong Fan was particularly surprised and excited. The dudes behind him
looked at Scott with excitement and admiration, as if Scott was a superstar.
For their reaction, the smile on Scott’s face became even more intense and
playful.
He didn’t take care of it immediately, but started playing billiards again,
leaving Zhong Fan and others to the side.
His indifferent attitude made Zhong Fan and others feel a little embarrassed,
but they were more nervous and nervous. They couldn’t figure out why
Scott was so good just now, and suddenly he became so indifferent to them.
Is Scott angry because they did something wrong?
However, now Scott didn’t care about them, they didn’t dare to take the
initiative to speak, they could only stand aside in embarrassment and anxiety,
watching Scott and his men play pool.
I have to say that this Scott is still very attractive, he looks good, and has a
well-proportioned body. Especially as a master of the third stage of the
Innate Realm, there is something indescribable between his behavior and
behavior. Coordinate beauty.
Lin Ziming stood there and didn’t speak, he looked at Scott with interest.
Finally, Scott spotted his gaze and looked at him at once, but Lin Ziming
faced his gaze and did not dodge. Instead, he looked at him generously,
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which made him somewhat Uncomfortable, frowned again.
Soon, one of the men next to him pointed at Lin Ziming first, and cursed
unceremoniously, “Smelly boy, what are you looking at?!”
Lin Ziming said lightly, “Naturally look at him.”
Regarding Lin Ziming’s calmness, although Scott was very unhappy, it also
aroused his curiosity. You must know that he himself is a master of the third
stage of the Innate Realm. Even if he looks at the entire beautiful country,
he can Not many people surpassed him.
As for the black forces, he is even more ranked, and he is not at all
comparable to those big bosses.
His aura is very oppressive to ordinary people, and coupled with his identity,
ordinary people will tremble when facing him.
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